Risk assessment
We have updated our risk assessments, taking into account COVID-19 precautions
for every venue we will hold classes in.
Coronavirus Guidelines
Please ensure you have read and understood the Coronavirus guidance on the
Gov.uk website. In sending your child to classes at Adrenalin Dance you agree to
follow the guidelines: The web address for your reference is
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus.
We ask that if your child or anyone in your household shows signs or symptoms of
coronavirus that they stay at home and self- isolate for a minimum of 10 days. Please
do not bring them to their dance classes. If your child has attended a class and
subsequently shown symptoms, been tested and is positive, please advise Andrew
Coombs at adrenalindance@gmail.com immediately. We will then seek advice from
Track and Trace and let anyone concerned know of what steps must be taken
straight away. Our staff will be following the same guidance.
If you/your child is classified as vulnerable, we ask that you shield and follow the
specific medical advice given to you and do not attend classes.
Entering and exiting the building- social distancing is in place. Parents will NOT be
allowed in the building unless absolutely necessary in order to minimise traffic and
the spread of the virus. If any parent does need to enter for any circumstance or
because a child is unsettled then they must sanitise their hands on entry and exit and
wear a mask.
Parents of children are to walk their child to the entrance to be handed over to a
member of staff (unless discussed otherwise in advance). The same goes for
collection. Teachers will chaperone them to the exit where they will collected by the
parent, maintaining the 2m rule. Please be punctual in dropping off/collecting your
child at the correct time. The teacher needs to have adequate time to clean inbetween classes and allow time to bring the next class of children in. Most
importantly, we need to avoid as much traffic as possible.
Please do not all crowd outside the entrance/exit areas but do keep your distance of
2 metres apart.
No changing inside of building unless absolutely necessary
Pupils are to arrive already in their clothes for class. No changing facilities will be
available in order to minimise spread of the virus.
Minimum belongings brought to class
Please minimise the amount of belongings needed in class. All pupils will need is a
bottle of water and any medical items (if applicable).
PPE
Currently mask wearing is not recommended during exercise so will not be required
for students in classes. However, all students age 11 upwards and staff will be
required to wear a face covering in the common areas of the Old School Rooms.
Your co-operation in this matter is much appreciated

